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Launching LogPoint 6.11: Working more
efficiently across departments

LogPoint 6.11 improves collaboration options for security analysts and
supports more efficient tuning and retuning of alert rules.

COPENHAGEN and BOSTON – June 16, 2021 – LogPoint, the global
cybersecurity innovator, has launched version 6.11 of its SIEM solution. The
new release allows security analysts to control access permissions when
sharing alert rules. LogPoint 6.11 automatically shares any update to a rule
with all relevant users, allowing departments to work more efficiently across
geographies and business units.

Role-based benefits the security team and increases efficiency because:

https://www.logpoint.com/en/


• Security teams can easily run the same rules on different sets of
data

• When analysts update a rule, it is updated across all sets of data
• The need to create duplicate rules every time an analyst tunes an

alert is eliminated

LogPoint 6.11 ensures that security analysts are not overwhelmed by
redundant or outdated alerts and decreases false positives. The new release
continues LogPoint efforts to build the most efficient collaborative
environment for security analysts, including the role-based access to
dashboards introduced in LogPoint 6.10.

To learn more about LogPoint 6.11, read our blogpost.

About Logpoint
Logpoint is the creator of a reliable, innovative cybersecurity operations
platform — empowering organizations worldwide to thrive in a world of
evolving threats. By combining sophisticated technology and a profound
understanding of customer challenges, LogPoint bolsters security teams’
capabilities while helping them combat current and future threats. Logpoint
offers SIEM, UEBA, SOAR and BCS technologies converged into a complete
platform that efficiently detects threats, minimizes false positives,
autonomously prioritizes risks, responds to incidents, and much more.
Headquartered in Copenhagen, Denmark, with offices around the world,
Logpoint is a multinational, multicultural, and inclusive company. For more
information, visit http://www.logpoint.com
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